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Can we now bring back 
Savita Bhabhi to India? 
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By Vishwas Heathhcliff 

Savita Bhabhi came in my dreams yesterday. The poor thing was 

crying, you know. She said to me: “Baby, can I come back to India 

now? If two ministers in Karnatka, Laxman Savadi and CC Patil, can 

watch porn right there in the state assembly, why can’t an ordinary 

Indian citizen watch me at home? Even Pritish Nandy misses me so 

much! He was on the verge of tears the other day.” 

I think Savita Bhabhi did have a point, didn’t she? If the two ministers 

can watch it in assembly, why can’t you in the comfort of your home? 

And for God’s sake unlike Savadi, you are not even a minister for 

women and child development who had advised girls against wearing 

skimpy clothes to avoid rape. By George, shouldn’t we want Savita 

Bhabhi back in India? I think so. 

In 2009, the government, acting like a husband possessing qualities of 

maryada purushottam Lord Ram, had thrown Savita out of the house 

(India) for being a kulta (slut) and banned her website. The I&B 

Ministry’s argument was that the toon character presented Indian 

women in bad light — an euphemism for sluts. 

I could not fathom how one toon woman, who could not even lift a 

finger without the help of an artist, could do so much damage to 

millions of real women in India. But our government, which at that time 

did not consist of intelligent ministers like the two Karnataka 

lawmakers, went deeper than my understanding, fathomed the depth 

of the matter and concluded that it would be foolish to underestimate 

the power of a comic strip character. So, they banned it. 

But now that the new trend has been set by the two ministers, I think 

there is strong case for Savita Bhabhi’s return to her motherland. India 

and its ministers seem to have matured a lot in the past four years. 

Why else would the two of them openly watch porn in assembly if not 

to suggest that the time has come for Indian government to 

understand that porn is like potato, which most Indians like? 

Let’s see when we get to say: “Welcome back, Savita Bhabhi.” If I do, I 
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will send a Thank You card to the two Karnataka ministers. Better still, I 

will run a signature campaign for a Savadi-Patil temple in Tirupati. 
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